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This invention relates to a griphole carrying bag con 
sisting of heat-scalable material and having walls which 
are provided with reinforcing elements of heat-scalable 
plastics material adjacent to the gripholes. 

Such griphole carrying bags in which the reinforcing 
elements are heat-sealed to the inside or outside of the 
bag are known. The wall thickness of these griphole 
carrying bags is suitably 3/100 to 1/10 mm., preferably about 
7/100 mm., whereas the thickness of the reinforcing ele 
ments is generally at leastl 3 mm. so that these elements 
do not excessively bite into the ñngers which carry the 
bag in filled condition. ‘ 
As the carrying bags are usually given by the retail 

stores or department houses to their customers free of 
charge, the manufacture of these bags in a satisfactory 
quality should be simple and inexpensive. 
The manufacture of griphole carrying bags is difficult 

because parts which differ greatly in thickness must be 
bonded by heat-sealing. The heat for sealing must be 
transferred to the interface through one of the parts to 
be bonded. To minimize the time required for the heat 
transfer, it is usual in the manufacture of the known grip 
hole carrying bags to transfer the heat for sealing through 
the thin sheeting. In the manufacture of griphole carry 
ing bags with internal reinforcing elements bonded by 
heat sealing, the heat for sealing must be transferred 
from the outside to the walls of the carrying bag. This 
can be effected with a relatively simple apparatus. On 
the other hand, griphole carrying bags having reinforcing 
elements heat-sealed to the inside surface of the bag are 
not so desirable as griphole carrying bags having rein 
forcing elements heat-sealed to the outside surface of 
the bag because the former are not so neat in appearance 
as the griphole edges of the bag material are visible and 
because they can be made in a fully mechanized opera 
tion only in the form of a side seam bag which is fiat or 
has a bottom fold. 

Griphole carrying bags with reinforcing elements heat 
sealed to the outside surface of the bag may be made 
as a side seam bag with or without bottom fold or as a 
bottom seam bag with or without side folds. To manu 
facture these griphole carrying bags in the manner de 
scribed hereinbefore, the heat for sealing must be trans 
ferred to the walls of the carrying bag from the inside. 
This step would require a relatively complicated appara 
tus and for this reason has not been adopted in practice. 
In the manufacture of these griphole carrying bags the 
heat for sealing has been transferred to the interfaces 
through the reinforcing element. This practice requires 
much time and energy. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a grip 
hole carrying bag which has external reinforcing ele 
ments adjacent to the gripholes and for this reason has 
a pleasing appearance, whereas the reinforcing elements 
can be bonded by heat sealing without need for the previ 
ously necessary, uneconomical consumption of time and 
energy, so that all types of griphole carrying bags can 
be made in a simple, fast and inexpensive process without 
need for complicated and expensive apparatus. 

Based on a griphole carrying bag which consists of 
heat-scalable material and has walls which are provided 
with external reinforcing ele/ments of heat-scalable mate 
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rial adjacent to the gripholes, this object is accomplished 
according to the invention in that each reinforcing ele 
ment has a transverse portion in which its dimension sub 
stantially at right angles to the bag walls-is a maximum 
and which forms a finger-engageable surfaceextending 
substantially at right angles to the bag walls, and the ele 
ment comprises furthera heat-sealed portion, which ad 
jo'ins said transverse -portion `and in which the thickness` 
of theelement is substantially smaller than the maximum 
of said dimension. 

In view of the fact that the reinforcing elements mayv 
have a dimension, eg., of 3 mm. at right angles to the 
bag walls, the thickness of the heat-sealed portion may 
be, e.g., 1/10 mm. to 1/5 mm. 
The design of the reinforcing elements according to 

`the invention enables griphole carrying bags having rein 
forcing` elements heat-sealed to the outside surface of 
the bag to be manufactured just as fast and inexpensively 
as the known griphole carrying bags having reinforcing 
elements heat-sealed to the inside surface of the bag, and 
with machines which are just as simple as those used for 
the manufacture of the latter bags. As has been men 
tioned hereinbefore, such bags having external reinforc 
ing elements are preferable to those having internal rein 
forcing elements because they have an improved appear 
ance and enable a fully mechanized manufacture also of 
bags other than those formed with side seams. 
Two embodiments of the novel griphole carrying bag 

will now be described in detail and by way of example 
with reference to the accompanying drawing, in which 

FIG. l is an elevation showing the top half of a 
griphole carrying bag according to a first embodiment of 
the invention, 

FIG. 2 is a sectional View taken on line Il--II of 
FIG. 1, 
FÍG. 3 is a view similar to FIG. 1 and shows the top 

half of a griphole carrying bag according to a second 
embodiment ofthe invention, and 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken on line IV-IV 

of FIG. 3. 
The griphole carrying bag which is shown in FIGS. 1 

and 2 comprises a section 1 of a flattened tube of syn 
thetic thermoplastic material. The lower end of the sec 
tion is not shown and is closed by a heat-sealed seam. 
The top end of the section defines the filling opening. 
Close to this end, a griphole 4 or 5 is formed in each 
of the bag walls 2 and 3. Each bag wall is provided on 
the outside with a reinforcing element 6 or 7 adjacent to 
its griphole. According to the present invention, the re 
inforcing elements are channel-shaped. The web 8 of 
each channel forms a heat-sealed portion and is heat 
sealed to the rim of a griphole 4 or 5. 
The design of the reinforcing elements according to 

the invention comprising a special heat-sealed portion 
enables a simple and fast transfer of heat for sealing 
from the outside through this portion to the interface 
without a substantial loss of energy. Adjacent to the 
grip of the bag, the outside surface of the flange 9 of 
each of the reinforcing elements 6 and 7, which may bc 
endless, forms a ñnger-engageable surface, which extends 
at right angles to the bag walls 2, 3 and is so large that 
the reinforcing elements will not bite into the fingers 
which carry the bag in filled condition. 
The griphole carrying bag shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 

consists of a section 10 of a flattened side fold tube of 
synthetic thermoplastic material. The lower end of the 
section is not shown and is again closed by a heat-sealed 
seam, which may include, e.g., the two side folds 11. 
The other end of the section defines the filling opening of 
the griphole carrying bag. Close to this end, gripholes 
14 and 15 are provided in the bag walls 12 and 13, re 
spectively. In this embodiment, the griphole carrying 
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bagy has also external reinforcing elements 16 and 17. 
Ditferent from those in the ñrst embodiment, these re 
inforcing elements are angle sections. The flange 18 
of the angle section of the endless reinforcing elements 
forms the heat-sealed portion whereas the other flange 19 
has an outside surface which forms adjacent to the grip 
a fìnger-engageable surface. In this embodiment too, the 
reinforcing elements will not bite into the lingers which 
carry the bag in ñlled condition. ' 
What is claimed is: 
1. In an open-ended shopping bag of heat-scalable ma 

terial having a pair of opposite walls, each of which is 
provided with a griphole and an external reinforcing ele 
ment heat-sealed to said walls adjacent each of said grip 
holes; the» improvement that each of said reinforcing ele 
ments comprises at least one flange-like portion extending 
outwardly from and at a right angle to the respective bag 
wall and forming a finger~engageable surface along the 
edge of said griphole, and a second portion of smaller 
thickness than said flange-like portion, said second por- 20 
tion being heat~sealed in parallel relationship to said bag 
wall and adjoining said flange-like portion at a right an 
gle thereto. 

Z. The bag of claim 1 wherein each ‘of said elements 
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further comprises an additional flange-like portion ad 
joining said second portion and extending parallel to 
said first flange-like portion, thereby forming a channel 
shaped element, the web of which is formed by said sec 
ond portion. 

3. The bag of claim 1 wherein said elements are angle 
sections, one section of which is formed by said flange 
like portion, and the other section of which is formed by 
said second portion. 
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